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Cosmology and the Early Universe
Gravity assembles structures in the Universe from the smallest scale of planets to galaxy clusters
and the largest scale of the Universe itself. Yet, until recently gravity played only a passive role in
observing the Universe. Almost everything we know about the universe, from its hot primeval phase
to recent accelerated expansion, the most powerful explosions such as hypernovae and brightest
objects like quasars, comes from electromagnetic waves. Important exceptions include cosmic rays
and neutrinos that have allowed to probe complementary phenomena.
September 14, 2015 forever changed the role of gravity in our exploration of the Universe, when
the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) observed gravitational waves
(GWs) from a pair of coalescing black holes [1]. Since then LIGO and the Virgo detector have
observed nine more binary black hole coalescence events [2]. Moreover, the joint discovery on
August 17, 2017 of a binary neutron star merger by LIGO, Virgo [3] and the space-based Fermi
and INTEGRAL gamma ray detectors [4] triggered an electromagnetic follow-up of the source and
generated a treasure trove of data that has helped ushered in a new era in cosmology [5].
Future gravitational-wave observations will enable exploration of particle physics, early
universe, and cosmology, that are among the core topics of the Thematic Area 7 of Astro-2020:
• Early Universe. What evolutionary phases took place in the early Universe, their energy
scales? How did they transition from one into another and the Universe observed today?
• Dark Matter. What is the nature of dark matter and what was its role in structure
formation? Do primordial black holes account for some fraction of dark matter?
• Standard Siren Cosmology. Is dark energy just a cosmological constant, or does the dark
energy equation-of-state vary with redshift?
• Modified Theories of Gravity. Do gravitational waves propagate from their sources in
the same way as electromagnetic waves do? How do extra dimensions and other modified
theories of gravity affect the propagation of gravitational waves from their sources?
Merging binaries of neutron stars and black holes are self-calibrating standard sirens [6]. General
relativity completely determines the time evolution of the amplitude (which gives their apparent
luminosity) and frequency (which is a measure of their absolute luminosity) of emitted gravitational
waves. Thus, distances to host galaxies can be inferred without the aid of the cosmic distance ladder,
thereby providing a new tool for cosmology. Moreover, the inferred merger rates of binary black
holes and neutron stars imply that future detectors will observe a stochastic background formed
from the astrophysical population of binaries at cosmological distances [7, 8]; such observations
will reveal the history of star formation from a time when the universe was still assembling its first
stars and galaxies. Buried under this background could be stochastic signals of primordial origin
that could provide insights into the physics and energy scales of the earliest evolutionary phases in
the history of the Universe—scales that are not accessible to current or planned particle physics
experiments (see, e.g., [9–32]).
Advanced LIGO and Virgo will only be first steps in this new endeavor that is guaranteed to
change our perception of the Universe in the coming decades. Indeed, the next generation of GW
observatories, such as the Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer (referred to as 3G), will witness
merging black holes and neutron stars when the Universe was still in its infancy assembling its
first stars and black holes as shown in Figure 1. At such sensitivity levels we can expect to witness
extremely bright events that could reveal subtle signatures of new physics. 3G observatories promise
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Figure 1: Strain noise (left) for monochromatic sources distributed isotropically in sky location and inclination
and astrophysical reach (right) for equal-mass, nonspinning binaries similarly distributed.

to deliver data that could transform the landscape of physics, addressing some of the most pressing
problems in fundamental physics and cosmology [33].
Early Universe
Gravitational wave observations may inform us about the history and structure of the Universe in at
least two ways: by studies of individual sources at cosmological distances that give information
about its geometry and kinematics and by direct observation of a stochastic GW background.
In turn, a stochastic background could either be astrophysical in origin, generated by any of a
myriad of astrophysical systems or it could come from the Big Bang itself, generated by quantum
processes associated with inflation or with spontaneous symmetry breaking in the early Universe.
Figure 2 shows examples of energy density spectra for some of the cosmological background
models in comparison with the best current upper limits and future expected detector sensitivities.
Cosmological background is probably the most fundamentally important observation that GW
detectors can make. However, the astrophysical background may mask the primordial background
over much of the accessible spectrum, while still carrying important information about the evolution
of structure in the Universe. Techniques are being developed to identify and estimate these various
contributions to the stochastic GW background.
Inflation: Cosmological stochastic background is expected to be produced during inflation via the
mechanism of amplification of vacuum fluctuations. In the standard slow-roll inflationary model this
background is likely below the sensitivity of 3G detectors [9–12]. However, additional processes
during or immediately after inflation could lead to significant amplification of the stochastic
background in the frequency band of 3G detectors. For example, efficient gauge field excitation due
to axionic coupling to the inflaton could extend inflation and boost gravitational-wave production
with a significant blue tilt [13, 14, 41–43]. Similar large blue tilts in the GW energy spectrum are
also possible if inflation is followed by another (presently unknown) phase with a stiff equation of
state (w > 1/3), again resulting in possible detectability with 3G detectors [15–20].
First order phase transitions: Following the end of inflation, the Universe has undergone the
QCD, the electroweak, and potentially other phase transitions. Currently, an experimentally verified
physical model is lacking for energy scales higher than the electroweak one, where several proposed
extensions of the Standard Model of Particles predict the occurrence of phase transitions. Any
experimental confirmation that such phase transitions took place in the early Universe would
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Figure 2: Stochastic gravitational-wave background for several proposed model spectra in comparison with
past measurements (Advanced LIGO upper limit [34], constraints based on the big bang nucleosynthesis
and CMB observations [35], low-l CMB observations [35], and pulsar timing [35]), and future expected
sensitivities (the final sensitivity of Advanced LIGO [36], Cosmic Explorer [37], and LISA, all assuming
1 year of exposure [38, 39]. The gray band denotes the expected amplitude of the background due to the
cosmic population of compact binary mergers, based on the observed BBH and BNS systems [40].

therefore constitute an invaluable piece of information for our understanding of particle theory
underlying the Universe at very high energies. To be an efficient direct source of GWs, a phase
transition must be of first order. First order phase transitions proceed through the nucleation of
bubbles of the true vacuum, energetically more favourable, in the space-filling false vacuum.
The dynamics of the bubble expansion and collision is phenomenologically very rich, and
the sources of GWs are the tensor anisotropic stresses generated by these multiple phenomena:
the bubble wall’s expansion [22–26], the sound waves in the plasma [27–29], and the subsequent
magnetohydrodynamic turbulence [30–32].
Cosmic Strings: If the broken vacuum manifold is topologically nontrivial, topological defects
such as cosmic strings may arise in the aftermath of a phase transition. Cosmic strings are expected
to form in the context of Grand Unified Theories applied in the early Universe [44]. For NambuGoto strings the string tension is the only free parameter; it defines the energy scale of the phase
transition accompanied by the spontaneous symmetry breaking scale leading to the cosmic strings
formation. It is also possible to form a network of fundamental cosmic (super)strings, in which case
the network is also affected by the probability that two strings would reconnect when they intersect.
Cosmic strings predominantly decay by the formation of loops and the subsequent GW emission
by cosmic string cusps and kinks [45, 46]. Searches for both individual bursts of GWs due to cosmic
string cusps and for the stochastic background due to cusps and kinks have been conducted using
data from Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, placing a strong constraint on the string tension
for the three known Nambu-Goto string models [47? –49], Gµ . 10−11 . The 3G detectors will
be able to substantially improve on these bounds, by as much as 8 orders of magnitude relative to
current detectors, depending on the model (see Fig. 2).
Dark Matter
While there is overwhelming evidence supporting existence of dark matter in the Universe, its
composition is currently unknown. Numerous dark matter models have been proposed, some of
which predict gravitational-wave signatures accessible to 3G detectors.
Primordial Black Holes: Black holes formed in high-density regions in the early universe could
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gravitationally interact to form stellar-mass compact binaries, which would then inspiral and merge,
emitting GWs in the process. Such binaries could form via GW emission during the encounter of
two black holes [50], or via tidal forces due to neighboring black holes [51]. The primordial binary
black hole population would evolve differently with redshift than the stellar population, which
would also result in a different stochastic background energy density spectrum [52]. These effects
will be accessible to 3G detectors, enabling them to establish whether primordial black holes make
a significant contribution to dark matter.
Dark Matter and Binary Dynamics: Binary black holes evolving in a dark-matter rich environment will not only accrete the surrounding material, but also exert a gravitational drag on the dark
matter medium, which affects the inspiral dynamics. This drag and accretion effect accumulated
over a large number of orbits could be detected by a combination of observatories in space and
3G detectors. Dark matter could also accumulate in a finite-size core inside a star via interactions
with Standard Model particles, which might imprint a signature on the merger phase of two of
these objects or even lead to formation of light black holes inside the dense interior of neutron stars.
These effects could be observed by 3G detectors.
Dark Photons: A dark photon is proposed to be a light but massive gauge boson of a U(1) extension
of the Standard Model. If sufficiently light, the local occupation number of the dark photon could
be much larger than one, so it can then be treated as a coherently oscillating background field
that imposes an oscillating force on objects that carry dark charge. The oscillation frequency is
determined by the mass of the dark photon. Such effects could result in a stochastic background
that could be measured by 3G detectors, potentially exploring large parts of the parameter space of
such models [53].
Astrophysical Binary Foregrounds
The cosmological population compact binary mergers will give rise to a stochastic foreground of
GWs [54–59], potentially masking the cosmological backgrounds discussed above. Figures 2 shows
that the amplitude of this foreground is several orders of magnitude stronger than most cosmological
backgrounds. However, a large fraction of the binary merger signals will be individually detected
by the 3G detector network, allowing for the possibility to subtract this foreground.
In principle, it may be possible to subtract binary black hole events observed by 3G detectors to
probe a cosmic background of ΩGW ∼ 10−13 [54]. However, small errors in subtraction could lead
to a substantial residual foreground. Moreover, binary neutron star signals will be more difficult to
remove, given their longer duration, and the fact that on average many signals will overlap in time.
Astrophysical sources other than compact binary mergers could also contribute to the astrophysical background including isolated neutron stars [60–62], stellar core collapse [63, 64] and
population III binaries [65]. The study of the properties of the astrophysical background will allow
us to put new types of constraints on astrophysical models and can impact astrophysics as much
as cosmic microwave background did for cosmology during the past decades. In particular, it
will be possible to extract precise data on galactic and stellar physics and their evolution and on
astrophysical processes of GW emission.
Dark energy and cosmological parameters
Dark energy has been studied by investigating its effect on the expansion of the universe, specifically
by probing the relationship between the luminosity distance and redshift of “standard candles”, such
as Type Ia supernovae. Gravitational waves offer another approach to this problem, using compact
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Figure 3: Left: the 1σ and 2σ contours of the two-dimensional likelihood in the (ΩM , w0 ) plane with the
combined contribution from Planck CMB data + BAO + SNe (red), the contribution from 103 standard sirens
at ET (gray), and the total combined result (blue). Right: the two-dimensional likelihood in the (Ξ0 , w0 )
plane. The mock catalog of standard sirens is generated assuming ΛCDM as the fiducial model (w0 = −1
and Ξ0 = 1) and the plot shows the accuracy in the reconstruction of of w0 and Ξ0 (plot from [80]).

binary mergers as “standard sirens”. The GW signal from coalescing binaries allows a direct
measurement of their luminosity distance dL [6]. Dark energy can then be probed either by using
redshift measurements from electromagnetic counterparts, or by using statistical methods [66–80].
3G detectors will measure standard sirens up to large redshifts, z ∼ 10, significantly farther than
what is possible with the standard candles, while never having to rely on the cosmological distance
ladder. Studies have shown that measuring cosmological parameters with 1 − 2% uncertainties
will be possible, for example by using 1000 observed binary neutron stars with GRB counterparts
[79, 80]. This level of uncertainty is comparable to what is achievable with electromagnetic
measurements, but is susceptible to a completely different set of systematic errors from those due,
e.g., to supernovae, offering an independent measure.
Standard sirens are sensitive to another powerful signature of the dark energy sector that is not
accessible to electromagnetic observations. A generic modified gravity theory induces modifications
with respect to the standard model of cosmology both in the cosmological background evolution and
in the cosmological perturbations. Indeed, theories with extra dimensions [81], some scalar-tensor
theories of the Horndeski class (including Brans-Dicke) [82–86], as well as a nonlocal modification
of gravity [79, 80, 87–89], are characterized by GWs propagating at the speed of light but with
their amplitude decreasing differently with the scale factor than in GR. Consequently, the standard
sirens would measure a “GW luminosity distance” as opposed to the standard “electromagnetic”
luminosity distance. The 3G detectors will be sufficiently sensitive to search for this deviation, and
thereby probe multiple classes of modified theories of gravity in the context of their Dark Energy
content [79, 80]. Modified gravity theories also induce modified cosmological perturbations in
the scalar sector, which then leave measurable signatures via the Integrated-Sachs Wolfe (ISW)
effect [90], the effect of the ISW on a primordial stochastic background [91–94], the effect of
peculiar velocities [95, 96], and of lensing [97–100]. 3G detectors may also be sensitive to these
effects for some of the modified gravity theories [101].
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